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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

We are witnessing the beginning of the end for the use of mercury in dentistry worldwide, following

two monumental advancements. The hard work of Consumers for Dental Choice, and the ongoing

support of all of our readers, has brought us to this place and will protect the health of future

generations.

The Fourth Conference of the Parties (COP) of the Minamata Convention on Mercury agreed to

amend the treaty March 25, 2022, to call for the end of the use of amalgam — or mercury Vllings

(also known, misleadingly, as “silver” Vllings) — in deciduous teeth of children under 15 and

pregnant and breastfeeding women.

According to an email from Charlie Brown of Consumers for Dental Choice to me, the amendment

will take effect December 25, 2022. “This treaty amendment, plus the ongoing exit of the major

amalgam manufacturers creates the momentum we need to wipe out amalgam use. On to victory!”

Brown added.

Treaty Amendment Protects the Most Vulnerable

The Minamata Convention on Mercury encompasses a broad package of mercury reduction and

elimination measures worldwide. In an intense three-year campaign from 2010 through 2013, the

umbrella global alliance founded by Consumers for Dental Choice, the World Alliance for Mercury-

Free Dentistry, succeeded in securing a strong amalgam plan in the treaty.

The Minamata Convention on Mercury entered into legal force in 2017, triggering conferences of

the parties to implement it worldwide. At the Vrst Conference of the Parties of the Minamata

Convention, held in Geneva in October 2018, Brown challenged the world to equal or exceed the

new amalgam policy of the European Union, which banned the use of mercury Vllings in children

under 15 and in pregnant and breastfeeding women, effective July 1, 2018.

The worldwide campaign to end amalgam for children — as a springboard to ending its use entirely

— reached another major milestone at the March 2022 COP. With Africa and the EU leading the way,

governments around the world have signaled that they’re no longer willing to put the most

vulnerable at risk from mercury Vllings. In a news release, International Pollutants Elimination

Network (IPEN) representative Gilbert Kuepouo said:

“This breakthrough decision is the beginning of the end of dental amalgam use around the

world. There is 8nally o:cial acknowledgement that mercury 8llings can have adverse

health effects on women and children. Mercury is a dangerous neurotoxin, and it cannot be

justi8ed any longer to place it in the mouth of women and children.”

European Commission, FDA Recommend Against Amalgam

Signs that the world is coming together to phase out dental mercury have been increasing in recent

years. In a report released by the European Commission in August 2020, it’s stated:

"The review undertaken makes clear that the phase out of the largest remaining use of

mercury in the EU — dental amalgam — is technically and economically feasible …

Therefore, the Commission will present to the European Parliament and the Council in 2022

a legislative proposal to phase out the use of dental amalgam."

In September 2020, the U.S. FDA also issued a safety communication to warn about the use of

dental amalgam in certain high-risk populations. The FDA warned that the following groups “may

be at greater risk to the potential adverse health effects of mercury exposure”:

Pregnant women and their developing fetuses

Women who are planning to become pregnant

Nursing women and their newborns and infants

Children, especially those younger than 6 years of age

People with preexisting neurological disease

People with impaired kidney function

People with known heightened sensitivity (allergy) to mercury or other components of dental

amalgam

The warning came due to concerns that these populations could be exposed to harmful levels of

mercury vapor from the Vllings, and the potential for mercury to convert to other harmful mercury

compounds in the body. In addition, they cited concerns about whether “the degree of accumulation

of mercury from dental amalgam results in negative (adverse) health outcomes.”

In fact, it’s well-known that dental amalgam, which contains about 50% mercury, is harmful, as

mercury is toxic to the nervous system.  When you chew food or brush or grind your teeth, mercury

vapors are released from the Vllings. You’re also exposed to such vapors at the time the Vllings are

placed, and people with mercury Vllings have higher levels of mercury in their bodies than people

without them.  According to research published in the journal Radiology:

“The release of mercury from amalgam 8llings occurs through metal ions (mercury ions)

and evaporation of mercury (elemental). Various conditions that occur during and after the

restoration process, such as chewing, brushing, and corrosion, result in mercury discharge.

Although approximately 40% of the mercury released from amalgam passes into the saliva

in the form of metal ions and enters the gastrointestinal system (10% is absorbed), 60% is

released as mercury vapor and is either inhaled and enters the circulation in the lungs or is

exhaled.

It has been suggested that release of mercury into the environment during the application

or removal of amalgam may also have some potentially detrimental effects on the body.”

A review published in the journal Biometals  described mercury’s toxicity as “insidious,” in part

because it binds sulfur, which is found in cellular proteins necessary for both structural and

functional purposes. Mercury’s effects in the body include altering membrane permeability,

increasing oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction and altering the production of

neurotransmitters, cytokines and hormones.

“The resulting symptoms — variable and nonspeciVc,” the researchers noted, “may be digcult to

detect until much damage has been done.”  While your body can eliminate some mercury via urine

and feces, the metal also impairs detoxiVcation enzymes, adding to its toxicity.

Not only is mercury from dental Vllings transferred to breast milk, but released mercury vapor can

concentrate in the developing fetus — and developing neurons are particularly at risk from mercury

damage.

“Chronic mercury toxicity is especially insidious because symptoms are variable and nonspeciVc,

diagnostic tests are often misunderstood, and treatments are speculative at best,” the Biometals

researchers noted. “Throughout the world, efforts are underway to phase down or eliminate the use

of mercury dental amalgam.”  That statement was made in 2014 — and in 2022 we’re Vnally seeing

signs that the end of dental amalgam use is near.

Major Amalgam Manufacturers Stop Production

December 2020 marked the culmination of an eight-year campaign by Consumers for Dental

Choice to convince Dentsply — the world’s largest dental products manufacturer — to stop selling

amalgam. That month, Dentsply announced that they had discontinued sales for all amalgam

products.

Envista, the last publicly traded manufacturer of dental amalgam in the U.S., is now following suit,

following letters from 118 environmental, consumer and children's groups that called on the

company to stop selling amalgam.  Brown stated:

"Envista is 8ghting the arc of history that bends toward justice. It needs to stop sending

this inferior, toxic product increasingly relegated to consumers forced into American and

Canadian federal government programs where they have no choice."

As recently as 2020, Envista had disregarded the FDA’s amalgam recommendations in its

marketing, while also incorrectly stating in its 2020 Vling with the Securities and Exchange

Commission that the FDA had taken no regulatory action on amalgam since 2011.

"It's incredible that Envista plans to wring the last pennies of proVt from mercury-containing dental

amalgam when its negative health impacts are clear,” Beatrice Olivastri of Friends of the Earth

Canada said in a news release. “Shareholders of Envista should consider future potential liabilities

from ongoing sales of a well-established toxic substance."

A letter from Envista’s lawyer, sent March 9, 2022, to Brown and Consumers for Dental Choice,

conVrms, however, that, in the third quarter of 2021, Envista stopped manufacturing amalgam

products that may contain mercury. In addition, the letter states:

“Speci8cally, we ceased manufacturing these products in the third quarter of 2021 and

communicated this decision to our customers in November of 2021. As part of this

communication, we cancelled many of our customers outstanding orders for amalgams

containing mercury and directed our customers to our other materials that do not contain

mercury.

We also engaged in a vigorous campaign to assist our customers in swapping their

amalgam products containing mercury to materials that do not contain mercury. We ceased

active marketing of the products in November of 2021and expect all remaining inventory

will be responsibly disposed of by the end of Q1 2022.”

No Dental Mercury for Children and Pregnant Women

Now that Evista has stopped manufacturing mercury Vllings, and a worldwide position to stop the

use of amalgam in children and pregnant and breastfeeding women has been adopted, the end of

mercury dental Vllings is near. However, there are still dentists who are using this toxic product,

often in people who have no choice, including low-income families, soldiers, veterans and others

using government dental programs.

Further, many dental insurance companies refuse to fully cover mercury-free dental Vllings, adding

more barriers to keeping this toxic substance out of human mouths. With manufacturers of

amalgam drying up, however, and growing acknowledgement that the world will no longer accept

this primitive practice, there is increasing hope that it will soon disappear into history.

Fortunately, mercury-free Vllings are widely available. One of the most popular alternatives to

amalgam is resin composite, which is made of a type of plastic reinforced with powdered glass. It’s

already common throughout the U.S. and the rest of the developed world, offering notable

improvements over amalgam, as, according to Consumers for Dental Choice, it:

Is environmentally friendly

Helps preserve teeth

Is easier to repair

Is durable and can be even longer-lasting than amalgam

If your current dentist is still using mercury in his or her practice — even if they also offer mercury-

free options — seek out a dentist that offers only mercury-free Vllings for all patients. And, be sure

to inform your dentist about the reason you’re transferring.

For those of you who have mercury Vllings, I recommend having them very carefully removed by a

competent biological dentist who follows professional protocols for amalgam removal. However,

do not remove Vllings while pregnant or breastfeeding, as this could expose you to increased

mercury vapors.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,966 ratings

ORDER NOW
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A GREAT TRIUMPH !! Let us hope that it ends with mercury from amalgams and spreads to other Velds of application of this poison.

An EU-wide ban on the use of mercury in dental Vllings for children and pregnant women came into effect on July 1, 2018, almost a

year after the European Union adopted the new mercury regulation. The purpose of the ban is to protect human health at an early

stage of development. “The Seventh Environmental Action Program adopted by Decision no 1386/2013/EU of the European

Parliament and of the Council establishes the long-term objective of a non-toxic environment and, to this end, establishes that it is

necessary to act to guarantee the minimization of the signiVcant adverse effects of chemicals on human health and the environment.”

The Union and 26 Member States have signed the 2013 Minamata Convention on Mercury

meta.eeb.org/2018/07/24/eu-countries-urged-to-ban-mercury-in-dental-V..  |

eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1531231211865&uri=CELE..  According to the new EU regulation: “The use of mercury

in dental amalgam is the largest use of mercury in the Union and a signiVcant source of pollution. The use of dental amalgam should

therefore be phased down in accordance with the [Minamata] Convention and with national plans […]“ Elena Lymberidi-Settimo, Project

Manager “Zero Mercury Campaign” at the European Environmental Bureau, told META: “The European Commission and EU

governments need to ensure that dentists apply the ban straight away, and verify whether the use of exemption is really necessary. EU

authorities should further ensure that citizens are made aware of these provisions.”
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The European Union is on the way to becoming a mercury-free country thanks to its long-standing policy to reduce pollution of

this indestructible and highly toxic substance. However, 80% of the mercury deposited in the EU comes from non-EU countries.

The EU requires the use of best available techniques to reduce emissions from all relevant industrial activities, such as coal

combustion, waste incineration, and metal manufacturing and smelting. Mercury emissions to the air have been signiVcantly

reduced. The EU banned batteries, thermometers, barometers and blood pressure monitors. Lamps are only allowed on the

market with a reduced mercury content.

The EU has been at the forefront in mobilizing the international community to reduce mercury pollution. International action in

2013 resulted in the Minamata Convention on Mercury, a legally binding international agreement aimed at tackling mercury

pollution, making many EU standards global. ec.europa.eu/.../regulation_en.htm  .---

ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/mercury/pdf/ENV-17-011-IndustrialEm..  .--- ec.europa.eu/.../minamata_en.htm  .--

ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/mercury/pdf/tackling_mercury_pollut..  Mercury is a dangerous neurotoxin that

contaminates the environment and enters the food chain.

Research has found that if ingested or inhaled, it can damage the nervous, kidney, and cardiovascular systems. We must bear in

mind that when it enters our brain it passes into its metallic form, its average elimination period is close to 27.4 years. 40% of

the lakes and rivers in the European Union contain more mercury than is considered 'safe'. Now the European Commission is

looking for the solution for this problem. mercury can persist in the environment for an average of 3,000 years, and travel great

distances during that period.
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Bad enough there are too many sources of Mercury for us to deal with needing to be cleaned up, but for it to be directly put in

our mouths for as long as it has undefendable.
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Remember how they were promoting mercury light bulbs, too? Wicked devils. Desiring to make of our homes toxic dumps, as folks

were rejecting mercury poisoning in their bodies, & even as they 'salted' the land of those poor farmers in Maine & several other states

promoting their 'organic' biosludge contaminated with 'forever chemicals'. Bringing judgment on this earth against all liars, fornicators

& merchandisers in the end though they're now Hush with delusion, growing careless in their arrogance & folly, manifesting themselves

& the spirits they serve in truth.
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I have been a biologic dentist for 37 years and have been supporting the great work of Charlie. Only 1% of mercury that is swallowed is

absorbed through the digestive tract. The melting point of Hg is 39* below zero so at 98.6* it is readily vaporizing and about 90% of

what is inhaled is absorbed into the blood stream in an uncharged state Hg0. In this state it can go through any membrane including
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The End of Mercury for Children and Pregnant Women
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

Two monumental advancements signal the beginning of the end for the use of mercury in

dentistry worldwide

'

The Fourth Conference of the Parties of the Minamata Convention on Mercury agreed to

amend the treaty March 25, 2022, to call for the end of the use of amalgam in deciduous teeth

of children under 15 and pregnant and breastfeeding women

'

According to Charlie Brown of Consumers for Dental Choice, the amendment will take effect

December 25, 2022

'

Envista, the last publicly traded manufacturer of dental amalgam in the U.S., in the third quarter of 2021 stopped manufacturing amalgam products

that may contain mercury

'

Now that Evista has stopped manufacturing mercury Vllings, and a worldwide position to stop the use of amalgam in children and pregnant and

breastfeeding women has been adopted, the end of mercury dental Vllings is near

'
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what is inhaled is absorbed into the blood stream in an uncharged state Hg0. In this state it can go through any membrane including

the BBB. Drinking coffee or hot tea or eating hot food increases it's vaporization by 900 fold and it takes about an hour to go back

down to baseline levels. Galvanic reactions from dissimilar metals such as gold or nickel cause mercury to vaporize also.

For instance a gold crown placed in a persons mouth will cause their mercury Vllings to release mercury 100x faster and this is 24

hours/day. The high copper amalgams that were released in 1976 are stronger and don't corrode and turn black like the old amalgam

formulas. However, the manufactures never told dentists that the mercury vaporized off 50x faster continuously. There are many top

rated modern composites that don't wear and are BPA free. The recurrent decay under composites is higher because the mercury in

amalgam tends to kill the bacteria that cause tooth decay. Applying a product like Microprime or Gluma on the tooth and leaving it on

60 seconds will help prevent the degradation of the bond of the composite bonding agent to the tooth and this will reduce recurrent

decay.

If a person takes reasonable care of their teeth (keeps them clean) and doesn't eat a bunch of sweets they can last over twenty years.

The healthiest restorative material is bonded milled porcelain such as made by a CEREC system. However these are much more time

consuming and expensive for the dentist and therefore cost considerably more. I am extremely encouraged by the latest news about

the end of toxic Vlling materials. Now we also need to outlaw root canals (ten times more toxic that mercury amalgams).
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It cannot be a coincidence that Vanguard and Blackrock are two of the largest institutional investors in Envista. I am left wondering if

the decision to stop manufacturing dental amalgam (50% mercury) has more to do with mRNA metallics than any humanitarian

decision by Envista, or triumph of Consumers for Dental Choice.
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My thoughts exactly. The timing...hmm.
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Thanks to Charlie Brown for his tireless work! At least he has accomplished something. But that mercury in dental Vllings will be

banned is cold comfort to all the grievously sick people out there who are suffering from the 250 or more different symptoms mercury

causes that range from indigestion to psychosis. They continue to struggle and suffer and die, often by suicide while the big

corporations make billions and billions of dollars selling them remedies. www.maybeitsmercury.com  Please check out the Andy

Cutler protocol if you want to recover. Unfortunately it takes several years of plugging away because moving this toxic crap around is

dangerous.
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Thanks for the link.
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We also need to outlaw titanium implants because they mostly contain 6% aluminum and 4% vanadium as well as nickel traces. Most

of you know that aluminum is implicated in breast cancer and Alzheimer's disease. The metal implanted in the bone also blocks the

electrical pathways through the body called meridians. InHammation markers such as CCL5 are much higher around titanium dental

implants. Zirconia ceramic implants are a great alternative. Now that the hazards of mercury amalgam are being revealed it should be

pointed out that the most dangerous time for a patient and dentist and staff is when the mercury amalgam is removed. Every dentist

needs to be trained in the safe removal process such as the SMART protocol and invest in the necessary equipment to do it safely and

properly.
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So, are to assume that eating plastic and broken glass is healthier, or less deadly, than eating Mercury? Sweden has banned mercury

amalgam outright for all Citizens and not just certain classes. The government assists in payment to dentists for this. That I Vrst had

amalgam installed in my mouth 60yrs ago makes this somewhat irrelevant. Nonetheless, having read 5 books on the subject, of

mercury amalgam Vllings and their consequences, I have to question the intelligence, sincerity and even sanity of the medical

profession, once again.

What are, if any, the residual effects of this new amalgam? What are the long term effects of 'implant' technology? What would be the

results if Govern (the) mints just got off their stupid heads, that they are shitting on, and quit putting proVt ahead of everything

including the protection of our most personal and private possession; our body's environment. Then maybe, just maybe, we would

begin to really look at our earth environment to see that we have very little time left before it is irrecoverable as far as a being a home

for humans.
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SPRING PLANNING… We have all heard the predictions about increases in food prices and shortages. Many people are wringing their

hands and wondering what will happen to them. The answer should be quite obvious. Take action to feed yourself. Plant a garden and

preserve food. Stockpile to the rafters. Consider your substitute foods if various grains, starches and sugars become unavailable.

Make sure you have salt and fats/oils.  This is what you can do now if you are in a northern climate. Forage for morels (wild

mushrooms). Freeze, can or dry any surplus you cannot eat fresh. Consider “weeds salads” until spring greens come on. You should

have rhubarb planted.

Find a place to plant a lot of garlic and let it go wild. Even if heads get smaller, you want a large garlic patch for the scapes, which will

be one of your earliest spring vegetables. Take time to get whatever kind of seafood is avail in your area. Pack a picnic and go Vshing

on a nice day. It is also a good time of year to clean up any rabbits that will terrorize your garden later in the year. If you are in a rural

area without rabies or other diseases, you can eat them. I would hesitate to eat city rabbits because you do not know what they have

been eating. If you have a garden, see whether there are any volunteer crops coming up from last year.

This is the time of year to be rotating stored food and making room for this year’s harvest. If you have frozen fruit, this is a good time

to start brewing wine. Frozen berries are better than fresh for wine making. Make berry vinegar, esp. to use for making vinaigrette as

salad dressing. Simmer equal parts berries and cider vinegar until the color of the fruit fades and it Hoats. Bring to a boil and pour into

hot sterile beer bottles you have in the oven at 200F. Set on an old hot pad while Vlling with a funnel to the same level as beer. Bottle

cap and label. Will keep many years in a cool dark place on a shelf. -continued-
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-continued- Look up some new recipes for those in your household on special diets. Find Hexible recipes where you can

substitute for ingredients you may no longer have (eggs, milk, butter). Set aside a Vle of recipes you can make entirely from the

ingredients you produce. This will be a rude awakening for many people when they see how supermarket-dependent they are.

Make a dated list of every kind of food you preserve this year—the date, how much and where you got it. With this kind of

calendar, you can plan ahead for the following year, knowing when food comes on and being prepared to preserve it when

avail—also, if foraging, when and where to look for it.

If you forage mushrooms in the wilderness, you may Vnd GPS record keeping helpful. Make garden plans. You should be saving

your own heirloom seed. Inventory the seed you will need. Including garlic, onions, potatoes. You should have already started

your tomatoes and other starter crops.  Stock up on any spices you may need for canning this year. This helps spread your

expenditures out and makes sure you are prepared, esp. if there are shortages on imported items later.

You need to keep up with the seasons if you want to live and eat off the land. If it is available, put it up as, next year, there may

not be any.  We are in a situation where we must till our garden. If this is your case, scatter organic material over your garden, in

addition to your cover crop. When soil is dry enough to work, till it in. Ideally, you would till at least several times before planting

to discourage future weed growth. In a small 10’ x 10’ garden, you can even turn soil over with a shovel.
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In this area it is the season for Leeks, known as Ranks in some areas of the South. It is also time for Cow Slips, greens growing

in marshy areas. For family members a welcomed Spring Tonic full of Life & nutrition as the best of both come from the wilder

areas. Our family prefers the Cow Slips before they Hower as they tend to be less bitter and will have a more pleasant Havor.

Dandelion greens and other spring greens, some thought of as weeds can make for wake up our bodies with fresh foods with

high Life Force. Be careful though & know what you harvest.
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Almond, I always appreciate your very practical suggestions! Many I already do, but there are always a few things I hadn’t

thought of.  Thanks so much for sharing your knowledge on self-sugciency!
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A bit fracking late; any dentist still offering Amalgam Vlling should be smeared with evidence of Mercury damage, so that they can't

alleged slander or other alleged defamation. What about ending the idiotic/sadistic crime called "vaccination" too, because all these

drugs are worse than useless, containing several toxins, even Mercury compounds!
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I don't know what the big deal is. I've had a mouth full of mercury for the last 66 years (that's a guess but I came up in a time when "Vx

it" was more important than "prevent it.") The dental industry has a lot of blood on their hands...on wait...teeth don't have blood. It's a

blooming miracle I've lived this long.
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Lucky you Sir.  There are huge individual differences in responses to mercury.  I lived with mercury poisoning longer than you

can imagine and then eventually was able to cure myself. I certainly wasn't curing myself of just a dream by taking all that huge

"overdoses" of selenium antidote.   Dental amalgam has been the greatest ever scientiVc catastrophe until a certain

c-something charlatanism came along a couple of years ago. The data are all there to read for free at,... I would put the link right

here except then get accused of "spam". So you will have to Vnd my other comments which include the links to

pseudoexpertise.com chapters. Cheers.
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John... I used to say the same thing. Then, it so happened that my old Vllings pretty much all wore out at once. I had the

replaced and did detox. i was so surprised at how much better I felt afterwards. And, yes, I do understand some people resist

the effects of toxins better than others. Mercolians may Vnd it interesting to review x-rays showing mercury damage in the jaw.
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A tooth without a blood supply to the interior pulp via the root is a dead tooth.
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The inorganic mercury in amalgams is transformed into methylmercury by the action of bacteria in the mouth. The most toxic

form of mercury for humans is methylmercury, to which humans are exposed through ingestion of Vsh and amalgams.

Methylmercury was found to exert its toxic effects in different parts of the human body, predominantly in the brain. There is no

safe concentration of mercury in the atmosphere, even small amounts can cause long-term harm to humans. The effect of

mercury on the formation of the hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease, senile extracellular plaques and intracellular neuroVbrillary

tangles, has been extensively studied. This review demonstrates the involvement of mercury, in its different forms, in the

amyloid beta deposition pathway and tau tangle formation. link.springer.com/.../s11011-020-00649-5  (2021). MEDICAL

IMPLICATIONS OF DENTAL MERCURY:AREVIEW www.medicinenon.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/MercuryEXPLORE.pdf
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The Gospel for today. 

🥰💖
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Amalgams or not.... most everyone carries metal burdens/aluminum being most common lab Vnding followed by mercury, cadmium,

lead, arsenic, excess copper&iron, uranium, nickel and others....When intake is greater than excretion; levels build, oxidative

stress/inHammation build, chronic diseases grow.  These metals become ensconsed in bone, brain and fatty tissues unbeknownst to

conventional medicine and blood tests so must be detected via hair analysis. Once aware, targeted detox protocols can be initiated.  

 Since these are positive ions, megadoses of Vitamin C, RALA, NAC and other negatively charged antioxidants mobilize em into the

bloodstream where they can be chelated by chlorella, charcoal, bacteria in the gut and sweated out of the body in a hot sauna.

Unless YOU know and take action the problem will remain and no regulations will ever magically clean this industrial mess we

eat/drink/breathe. There are a few more speciVc measures like silica to help remove aluminum, mineral levels to balance like

magnesium/potassium which deplete rapidly and boron for Huorides/glycine for glyphosate/green vegetables to grab these non

metals. IMHO a hair metal/mineral analysis is an essential tool to know what you are made of and directions to go to improve

health..which will begin to occur rapidly.

  And please don't rush out in fear to have solid amalgams replaced with crowns...crowns don't last/then what? Instead continue

detoxiVcation and keep mercury levels insigniVcant, keep the teeth and your cash.  Detoxing indeVnitely using Vit C/baking soda and

lifestyle practices like exercise, sun, sauna, hydration and healthy eating beats suffering depression, circulatory disease, cancers, etc.  

What you don't know can killya; zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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Just my thoughts… Do not think the Chinese have been sitting idly by on the sidelines while Russia invades Ukraine. They have long

anticipated this, which is why they have stockpiled about 70% of global corn stores, 60% of rice and 50% of wheat. (Corn is also

needed as livestock and poultry feed. Meanwhile, the US had destroyed much of their cropland with chemicals to grow corn for

ethanol.) Do not believe China did not have foreknowledge of the Russian plan to attack Ukraine and anticipate it. China has a history

of playing a long-term game. They will wait until Russia is weakened and impoverished by wars, which will be to their advantage,

before turning on Russia for their own gain.

Also, recall, that, the US entered WWII late after claiming neutrality. This allowed them to be better prepared in terms of training troops,

amassing armaments and negotiating alliances. Already, Americans have been told to expect food and other shortages (=be prepared)

as there are shortages during times of war. It was the late entrance of America into WWII that turned the tide. All that was needed was

a direct attack. God-willing, if it comes to this, may we also have good leadership.

No one wants war, but if it comes, a nation must be prepared to win. Russia does not care about the people of Ukraine. If they are

allowed to survive, Russia would use them as slave labor, esp. in the Chernobyl northlands and Russian outposts. Already, we see the

low regard they hold for women, children, the elderly and disabled. This is one more example of the NWO where many people are

considered to be a nuisance, cluttering up the landscape and impeding progress towards an elitist agenda. -continued-
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-continued- The Russian method of Vghting is the same as the 1956 Hungarian Freedom Revolution. They methodically took

tanks into the cities and simply leveled all the buildings. (Now, though, they use missiles. In those days, guns could not easily

Vght tanks.) Read: No More Comrades, by Andor Heller. (Easy read) Look at the map and you will gain a better understanding of

history.  One of the major ancient Silk Road trade routes ended at Odessa.

www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=xbh9Kp97&id=47E0..  The nation that controls commerce, trade,

communication and energy along these traditional routes will be immensely powerful.

What this is really about… If Russia controls the Azov Sea, the Straight of Kerach and Ukraine, they control much of the Black

Sea, too. Importantly, they have access to the rivers of Europe to control and limit shipping thru the Black Sea and into the

Mediterranean. (Dnieper River) Then, giving them easy access to Moldova and the Danube. They would control Ukraine

farmland which produced 30% of the global food supply, oil and minerals. This would insure what is useful to Russia. Thus,

Russia’s supremacy would be assured as they moved westward conquering more nations and plundering their resources. They
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Russia’s supremacy would be assured as they moved westward conquering more nations and plundering their resources. They

would control the major trade routes they need. Russia would dominate trade with Europe. -continued-
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-continued- Control of the Azov Sea would give Russia unfettered access to shipping routes from the Mediterranean Sea to the

Baltic Sea. It would be much easier to take over The Straight of Bosphorus (Istanbul) by overpowering Romania and Bulgaria

without Ukraine. One thing that may prevent this is Turkey’s intervention into the war. No doubt, Turkey is well aware of the risk

from their hostile neighbor (as Finland well is, having the proverbial Russian Bear on their doorstep!). Turkey has decided they

do not want to enter the Russian orbit. Endless wars have repeatedly decimated Russia… brought famine and suffering to her

people.

We have already seen a sudden exodus of many of the intelligencia from Russia.  There was a tremendous “brain drain” of those

who knew their history escaped and within the Vrst days of the Ukraine invasion. This loss of talent and skill continues to harm

Russia. The best and brightest recognize the impending signs of doom. They have the means and resources to move

elsewhere. Russia has never understood the Vner points of a free market. They do not understand that they limit their proVts by

overly controlling people and industry, and tolerating so much corruption. (Corruption, black markets, theft and fraud have esp.

weakened the Russian military.

Sadly, Russia is not alone in this—it is only a matter of degree in other countries with large budgets.) Historically, Russia has

stolen much of what is displayed in their museums, and claimed as their own history, from other countries. Although a few

oligarchs become extremely wealthy, in many ways, Russia still remains a stratiVed class society. Serfdom has merely evolved.

With Russia’s vast land mass and resources, it’s leaders have sought to gain thru war much less than they could have gained

thru peace if the industriousness and initiative of her people were encouraged to Hourish.
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They don't need to poison people with mercury anymore because they've got something that's better. Bill Gates chemtrails with

graphene oxides and mRNA gene modiVcations containing graphene oxides.
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Graphene Hydroxide is the worst!
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Has anyone heard of the radioactive isotope they will be using instead of antibiotics? Being developed by los alamos. It is

synthetic radium, I saw Celeste Solon talking on this..it’s whack a mole, get rid of something make something even more

toxic..most people know about mercury, now Vnd something that most won’t know to refuse.
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They replaced it with something else equally bad. I forget the name.
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"I forget the name." You are thinking of BPA-containing plastic Vllings. "They replaced it with something else equally bad." No

they didn't (except in the propaganda). Few things could be worse than what is explained in my other links here (in my other

comments). Cheers.
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Whatever my dentist is using, a "composite white resin", it doesn't last longer then about two years in the molars. The top layer

of the resin disappears, revealing the original drilled hole in the tooth . Repair at that point isn't reliable either. The top layer

disappears again. I am hoping continued improvement in the resin technology solves this problem
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The following is not spam or a sales advert. You can read the deVnitive analysis of the huge catastrophe of dental amalgam, for

F.R.E.E. (this is NOT a sales ad) at www.pseudoexpertise.com/ch-3.pdf The change to non-gamma-2 amalgams has not only caused

the tenfold increase of autism (which was NOT caused by vaccines (see ch-6.pdf) and not caused by Glyphosate). It has also caused

the millions of adults devastated with chronic fatigue and various mental problems. SEE the data for yourself in those chapters. I

would happily show you the graphs here except this system only accepts words here.  You can read the anonymous cheap lies used to

prevent publication, at www.... ch-5.pdf and ch-4.pdf  Until you have studied these key documents you will be severely ignorant about

the subject.
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This is not spam or a sales advert. You can also see four Chinese researchers indicating their recognition that the still-unfaulted

gene-expression theory of autism is the unequalled World Champion theory of autism, at

www.pseudoexpertise.com/biogr6.pdf. They write: "Theories of autism are numerous." And yet they only mention two of those

"numerous". The Vrst is the rubbish of Professor SIR Simon Baron-Cohen, which has rightly been widely criticised, and they only

mention it there because Baron-Cohen is the most powerful person in autism research bureaucracy so they have to kowtow to

him.

The only other of those "numerous" they refer to as "comprehensive" "taking intelligence and almost all aspects of autism into

account". And that is the still-unfaulted gene-expression theory of autism, which you can read for F.R.E.E. (this is not a sales ad)

at www ... ch-7.pdf . (There is also the original journal publication you can Vnd on sciencedirect website.)  Until you have read

that, you are profoundly ignorant of the competent understanding of the autistic syndrome. Be sure to hand over lots of money

for commercially published books though..... Cheers!
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